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Staying Healthy and Getting Outdoors!
When it comes to enjoying the Maine outdoors and having new
experiences, everyone learns diﬀerently. Some learn from their
parents at a young age, others ﬁnd a mentor, while others seek online
videos to begin learning a new passion . In the Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife’s newest podcast series, Take Aim, host Katie
Yates meets with Department staﬀ and Mainers of diﬀerent backgrounds
to discover their outdoor stories and to share their experiences.
Visit meﬁshwildlife.com/changers to listen now or
search for Fish + Game Changers on your favorite
podcast app. New episodes released every Monday,
but we would like to draw your attention to
Episode 3: Dan, future Maine Guide.
This Episode features one of AFC’s Plumbers, Dan
Rice. Dan has been with AFC since August 2019 and
is very popular with our customers because of his
technical knowlegde, outgoing personality,
not to mention his great smile.
“Episode 3: Dan is a bass ﬁshing fanatic and
dedicated hunter who enjoys sharing outdoor
experiences with friends and family.
He aspires to take his hobby to the next level
& one day become a Registered Maine Guide.”

We are grateful to have Dan as part
of the AFC family. If you ever have the
opportunity to utilize Dan’s skills with
your plumbing or heating work, you
will see why.
Pictured above is Dan Rice along with Travis Rednour demonstrating
“Safety is our Top Priority” with our staﬀ utilizing PPE.
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Auto Delivery

Look...you have enough going on in your life.
Why not make it easier?
º Sign up for Auto Delivery - saving you the need
to call and request fuel. Avoid running out of fuel!
º AutoPay - have your bill paid after your delivery &
AutoPay E-Statements
a paid receipt will be emailed to you.
º Request E-Statements - all of your statements
and invoices sent to your email. Print them as you need them & ﬁle easily
on your computer or in your e-mail's inbox, saving you time and resources.

Call us for details and get started simplifying your daily life :)

Supporting our local community: The Augusta Skatepark.
Tobias Parkhurst, President of O&P Glass, is leading an eﬀort, on behalf of the Augusta Boys & Girls Club, to start Phase 3 of the Augusta
Skatepark, located at Williams Park on Bangor Street and Quimby
Street in Augusta. The skatepark is concrete, free to use, and has
served us well. It is known for being one of the best in the state, but
can be intimidating to younger skaters and scooter riders. Phase 3
seeks to add more beginner friendly areas and obstacles.
Since the park opened in 2010. it has seen consistent use and has gained tremendous popularity during the pandemic as an outside, social distance activity. It’s not
uncommon to see 20-30 kids there at a given time on the weekend these days.
Phase 3’s goal is to put on an addition that will be beginner-friendly, and help kids
safely enjoy the park by giving them some more room to spread out.
AFC has been a proud supporter during the previous 2 phases,
and has chosen to support Phase 3 as well. To date, The
Augusta Boys & Girls Club have raised $74,000 towards the
project, and now only have a “small” gap to close - $26,000.
If reached, they will be able to break ground in the spring.
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If you are interested in donating or would like some more
information on the Augusta Skatepark, please call O&P Glass
at 207-622-3652 or email Parkhurst at Tobias@opglass.com
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